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Happy Hoi idays from
the broke student
NICK KHATT AR
STAFF CONTRIBUTOR
So you spent your last few dollars
at The Dome buying drinks for a T.A.
Now all you have is the clap and
an A+ on that assignment, but no
cash left for Christmas presents.
But don't worry. There are plenty of
ways to pack the bottom of that fir tree.
First, root through your basement, garage or attic in search of the
junk your family might have forgotten they already have.
Now this move has become pretty popular and they might be expecting it. So I'd strongly recommend you
redecorate what you find.
A little coat of paint and some
sprinkles on a coffee mug can go a
long way. Sewing a few cotton balls
to a tuque is not only stylish but also
handy in case of a bloody nose.
In the unfortunate event that
your parents recently had a yard
sale, you're pretty well up shit creek,
re-gift-wise.
But if rooting through the garbage is good enough for home decorating, why shouldn't it be good
enough for festive gifts?
A week before Christmas, get
your mitts on and go for a stroll.
An old bent golf club can be put
in a decorative case and pawned

off as a prop from Happy Gilmore. A
rusty box of nails with a healthy dose
of glue becomes 'modern' art. Even
a green garbage bag with some dirt
can become 'organic potting soil' for
your green-thumbed aunt.
Now for your brothers, sisters
and significant other, you may have
to be a bit more crafty.
Garbage won't do unless you go
to NSCAD first.
You can find some decent gifts
by skulking around the esteemed art
college, waiting for assignments to
get thrown out. Heck, why not just
go nab someone's work right off the
wall or out ofthe studio? It just might
wind up seeing the light of day.
If you're not on a criminal type,
you're not screwed.
Here's what you do: get some
blank COs and spend a few hours
downloading every stinking bit of
media you think your brother or sister will like.
The more the better to divert
their attention from the fact you seriously scammed them out of a present while they spent $100 on those
new jeans for you.
For the boyfriend or girlfriend,
you're going to have to get seriously
crafty. Here it's all about quantity,
not quality.
First, go find an old mixed tape.

Get out all your COs and carefully
make a list of songs you think he or
she will like.
Record these songs to the tape.
Decorate the hell out of the tape
case. This will be your saving grace.
Next, go steal one of your parents' bottles of wine (this will be essential in saving your ass) and make
a fake label depicting both of you on
a beach holding hands or something
like that. Tape it to the bottle.
Lastly, Ia creme de asshole, bring
your digital camera to a nearby spa/
salon and snap a shot of one of their
gift cards.
These are usually cheap little
plastic cards without a bar code or
scan strip. Take that picture home
and open it up in Photoshop (Paint
will work). Enlarge to the desired
size. Go get some sticker paper and
print it out. Find an old card, preferably
with a blank white back, resembling a
real card and stick the picture to it.
Abra-ka-forgery, you've got a gift
card!
Wrap it all up, toss it under the
tree and no one is any the wiser.
You can easily substitute money
with a healthy mix of knavery, pilfering and Christmas spirit. Just make
sure they drink the wine before you
give them the sparkle-covered mixtape.
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Afif Khan mixes electro and rock last Frrday at The Palace's White Party.

Student by day,
CEO by night
CHRISTIE CONWAY
ASSISTANT ARTS EDITOR

His h
DAN BRAY
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
Actor!, written by bartender
Frederick Strop pel and produced by
the Dal Stage Society, is the funniest tragedy that you probably didn't
see when it played last weekend at
North Street Church.
This one-act follows the various
misadventures of a selfish yet goodnatured movie star as he ascends to
glory, and then quickly tumbles into
obscurity.
Actor! is a parody of the entire
movie business. Oral sex is referred
to as an "oral contract" and a onenight-stand is nothing more than an
opportunity to "network."
It is also a morality play, examinig human condition by detailing
the rise and fall of an 'Everyman.'
It covers Actor's entire life,

g

0
(played by second-year theatre student Robert Murphy), from his crib
where he quotes Hamlet, to the oldfolks' home where he wastes away
with a disease whose name he can't
remember.
The snappy show effectively
captures Actor's temporary reign in
Hollywood.
When his agent tells him that it
has been twelve years since he won
his Oscar and not in fact, two, the
devastated player can only respond,
"That was fast."
The nearly two-hour show is
preformed without anyone leaving
the stage. It is a mighty challenge,
but director Grace Smith has a talented troupe.
Despite his tendency to muddle
some big words, Murphy is able to
make the little kid who dreams of
becoming an actor as equally con-

vincing as the dying Alzheimer's patient who does nothing but wait for
someone to visit him.
Dorian Lang plays many parts
with equal sophistication and mischief, excelling particularly as the
father who hopes to live vicariously
through his son's homosexual escapades.
Kennedy Cullen struggles in the
admittedly hard role of Taylor by
zipping through some of the play's
most tender moments. But she
remains a fitting foil for her partner and succeeds most when she
is silent and hoping that Actor will
transform back into the man with
whom she fell in love.
Actor! does an excellent job of
asking the audience what they want
in their own lives, and re-evaluate
the lengths people go to achieve
them.

Local DJ and entrepreneur, Afif
Khan spun at The Hills' White Party
last Friday at the Palace along side
reality-T.V. stars Brody Jenner and
Frankie Delgado.
Khan, an economics student at
Dalhousie, says he has always wanted to be a DJ. His interest in electronic music started eight years ago
and Khan started organizing shows
in high school.
International DJ Darude encouraged Khan's efforts and gave him
pointers as he progressed.
Now the 23-year-old Khan is the
CEO of Viva International, formerly
Vivid Productions, an event promotion
company which has offices in Canada,
Ireland, Mexico and Qatar.
Viva International organized and
promoted Darude's show at the Palace as well as The White Party. Viva
was also responsible for the popular
Ibiza Fever parties at the Coconut
Grove in September.
Khan is encouraged by the
change he says is occurring in the
Halifax music scene.

"People are appreciating house
music more these days," says Khan.
"Every show so far has been sold out
or close to sold out.'
Haligonians rising affinity for
electronic music means big business
for Khan. But event promotion isn't
all fun and games and Khan takes
his parties very seriously.
"It's all about connection, crowd
reaction and production," says Khan.
When he's spinning Khan likes to
combine electronic music with his
favourite rock artists like The Killers
and The White Stripes. He says remixes of electronic music featuring
hip hop and rock tracks are the way
the scene is headed.
With his recent success Khan
is looking forward and is finalising
a deal to open a new nightclub in
Halifax.
"[My] goal is to create the best
venue and most upscale place in
town," says Khan.
Khan says that any venue he
opens will cater to university students
but he hopes it can also be an alternative to the current after party spots in
the city as more electronic and dance
music artists perform in Halifax.
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